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Its the fall of 1959, and young widow
Peggy Andersons sole focus is keeping her
little restaurant open for another day.
Unfortunately the Jukebox Malt Shop is
barely holding its own on a good day. To
make matters worse, the neighboring car
dealer wants to shut her down and take
over the property. The last thing she needs
is a very bad boy from her past, rolling in
to town on his motorcycle to stir up
trouble. Ray White has been kept away
from Tucker by the good warden of the
Eddyville Correctional Institute, but now
hes back, and ready to take care of
problems that cropped up in his absence.
When his desire for redemption send him
to Peggys diner, he cant ignore the feelings
that hes harbored all of these yearsbut will
the secrets between them be too much for
love to conquer?
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Love the song and love the super hero theme on the video too. Gotta rebel heart a country mile wide.
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